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Governorate

Years of Accidents

Mine
Injured

Duhok
Erbil
Sulaimaniyah
Kirkuk

UXO
Killed

Injured

Total
Killed

Injured

Killed

MAIC Survivor Assistance Projects

1965-1989

165

87

43

6

208

93

1990-2003

514

190

134

30

648

220

New projects under way at the Mine Action Information Center are described here, including a best-practices

1963-1989

469

275

261

79

730

354

1990-2003

1000

584

959

289

1959

873

guidebook on casualty data, survivor-assistance training and a catalog of adaptive technologies.

1950-1989

480

277

389

129

869

406

1990-2003

2228

1409

1235

413

3463

1822

1955-1989

124

94

89

43

213

137

1990-2003

700

567

331

79

1031

646

Total

5680

3483

3441

1068

9121

4551

Table 1: Mine and UXO victims in four Kurdistan governorates from 1950 to 2003.

• Unavailability of minefield information and maps—the former Iraqi
regime did not release them to the
United Nations or Kurdish demining
organizations so there is no reliable
information on the exact location of
contaminated areas.
• Unintentional enlargement of minefields—villagers transferred mines
from mined areas to previously safe
areas. Most of the minefields have
been disrupted; in some cases, local
villagers have attempted to clear their
land by collecting or disarming visible mines or by removing the mines
from the minefield and stockpiling
them in another area
• Emigration of mines from uneven or
steep ground, especially in mountains
due to rain and snow
• Shortage of modified clearance
machines such as front-end loaders
and excavators within the demining program
• Qualified and well-skilled deminers
abandon the program for better salaries or easier jobs—it is a challenge to
recruit veterans or skilled deminers to
replace those leaving.
Other Activities
IKMAA presented its achievements and
activities via a comprehensive demonstration at a photography exhibition on 4–5 July
2006 at Media Gallery in Erbil, the capital
city of the Kurdistan region. Photographs
of all aspects of IKMAA activities were displayed, such as explosive ordnance disposal,
surveys, demining assets used in Kurdistan
(manual, mechanical and mine-detecting
dogs), cleared minefields in Kurdistan and
the handing over of land to owners.
The role of mine-risk education in
IKMAA was presented via a number of
photographs which were taken as MRE

teams conducted and provided mine awareness to communities affected by landmines.
MRE materials and publications were displayed. Additionally, the role of mine-victim assistance as one of the mine-action pillars was demonstrated through presenting
prosthetic limbs and orthopedic devices to
mine victims.
An outdoor demonstration of the demining process was also given. It highlighted the
difficulty of the deminer’s job.
The organization has handed over 39
cleared minefields (more than one million square meters [0.4 square mile]) to
the landowners. There has been significant
work toward reducing the impact of ERW
in contaminated communities, clearing and
returning them to their Kurdish owners and
reviving the socio-economic infrastructure
of the region. In 2006 IKMAA held four
ceremonies to transfer the 39 cleared minefields. It is worth mentioning that the 39
minefields were cleared by local deminers
from mine-affected communities. Direct
beneficiaries of landowners signed the transfer-of-land documents and accepted the
cleared lands during special ceremonies.
The MRE section at IKMAA has conducted three summer-school courses in mine/
UXO-contaminated villages. The courses
aim to: enhance the awareness of children and
pupils regarding the danger of mines/UXO;
teach children skills such as using a computer,
painting, learning music, acting, protecting
the environment, administering first aid and
understanding children’s rights while also using the summer holiday to provide information in the form of special classes, rather than
spending time inside dangerous areas around
the children’s villages.
Conclusion
The Iraqi Kurdistan Mine Action Agency
is proud of its accomplishmentsand is doing
all that it can to make Kurdistan safe from-
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landmines. IKMAA will continue to demine
dangerous areas, educate peopleon the risks
of mines and assist mine victims. Despite
themany difficulties, IKMAA strives to inform the Kurdish people of thedangers of
landmines and UXO.
The IKMAA legislation was formally announced and approved by the parliament of
the Kurdistan Regional Government on 7
May 2007. The legislation’s 23 articles are in
five sections that cover IKMAA Definitions,
Establishment and Objectives, Structure and
Responsibilities, Finance and Final Provisions.

Jamal Jalal Hussein is a mine-action
expert with the Iraqi Kurdistan Mine
Action Agency and Director of the Fria
Society of Mine Action Professionals
in Erbil, Iraq. He earned a Bachelor
of Science in Chemistry in 1986. He
began work in the field as a deminer in
1998 with Greenfield Consultants. He
became a Demining Team Leader in
1999 and a Demining Training Instructor
in 2000. He has also worked with
the United Nations Office for Project
Services as a Technical and Safety
Guideline and as a Training Monitor.
Contact Information
Jamal J. Hussein
Mine Action Expert, IKMAA
Director, Fria Society of Mine Action
Professionals
Erbil, Iraq
Tel: +324 84 458509
E-mail: Jamal.jalal@ikmac.org

by Lois Carter Fay and Dr. Suzanne Fiederlein
[ Mine Action Information Center ]

M

ost of our Journal of Mine Action readers know the
MAIC at James Madison University as an information
clearinghouse, complete with a robust Web site, training
programs and various publishing ventures including this journal.
And our newest products are no exception.
Recently, the Mine Action Information Center was chosen to
work on three survivor-assistance projects:
1. Casualty-data best-practices guidebook
2. Survivor-assistance training
3. Adaptive Technology Catalog
All three projects being conducted at the request of the U.S.
Department of State Office of Weapons Removal and Abatement
Bureau of Political-Military Affairs. The survivor-assistance training is being conducted under the leadership of The Polus Center for
Social and Economic Development.
Casualty-data “Guidebook” Project
Many in the mine-action/unexploded-ordnance community have
trouble effectively gathering, managing and interpreting casualty
data, although some mine-affected countries have created good casualty-data systems and planning procedures. In our research, we have
found that while there is a significant amount of casualty data collected by various entities around the world, it is often not effectively
used to inform the decision-making and planning processes in mine
action. It is the use of the data that is really driving this guidebook,
which will be published in September 2007.
Some countries and programs are challenged to effectively collect needed landmine/UXO casualty data; others collect the data and
then seem to do little with it. Many programs collect and use landmine/UXO “accident” data to inform their mine-risk education and
clearance projects. For instance, if the data shows that there has been
one or more casualties in a particular location, the country’s mineaction authority will assume there is a pocket of landmines or unexploded ordnance located there and consequently choose to mark and
clear the area. More recently, with the increased focus on developing
mine-victim assistance plans, national authorities are more interested
in obtaining additional information about accident survivors in order to plan and deliver rehabilitative services. The guidebook will research what is actually being done in selected mine-affected countries
and assess their effectiveness, drawing conclusions regarding which
approaches should be considered “best” practices.
The guidebook will be comprised of lessons learned and identified “best practices,” instructive, detailed case studies, and a set of
recommendations to guide planners, which will be short and broadly
applicable to most situations.
Survivor-assistance Training
In a recent survey conducted by the MAIC (as a follow-up to the
Senior Managers Courses we have presented for the United Nations
Development Programme), more than half of the mine-action centers
responded that landmine survivor assistance was a “top” or “high”
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Sample instructional materials from the Economic Reintegration Training Workshop.
Image courtesy of The Polus Center

priority, yet an even greater number reported that “no one [in their
mine-action center/agency] had received any training” in survivor assistance. Consequently, the MAIC and The Polus Center for Social
and Economic Development are working together to create a series of
training workshops for national mine-action and survivor-assistance
staff to aid them in developing and implementing programs that effectively meet the needs of landmine survivors and other people with
disabilities in their countries.
The Polus Center assists people with disabilities in developing
countries to become valued members within their communities. Its
programs emphasize community-based rehabilitation, self-advocacy
and community inclusion. It has extensive experience in working
with local partners to create and implement projects to assist people
with disabilities, particularly landmine survivors, in several countries. The Polus Center takes a social approach to landmine survivor
assistance. It is focused on developing sustainable, person-centered
projects for full social integration of landmine survivors.
Polus began working internationally in 1997 in Nicaragua and
later expanded to Ethiopia, Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador and
Mexico. These collaborative efforts have resulted in two communitybased prosthetic outreach projects, an accessibility project, a disabilities leadership center, a regional wheelchair-manufacturing project,
and a series of capacity-building mini-grants to local organizations
and individuals. The Polus Center uses a locally based, holistic approach to ensure that project beneficiaries are the ones driving services forward, and broad support is created in the community where
they live.
The MAIC staff and JMU’s faculty consist of subject-matter experts in survivor assistance, mine action and management; we are
also experienced in developing and delivering curricula for a variety
of constituencies, including program planners and project implementers, such as those for whom this survivor-assistance training
program is designed.
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These workshops will provide tools to understand and apply current best practices and integrate a social approach into planning and
programs. Workshops can be delivered individually (one day each) or
as a series spread over five days.
Adaptive Technology Catalog
The project goals for the Adaptive Technology Catalog are to assist communities and nations recovering from conflicts in providing
economic security for individuals who have become disabled by landmines and other explosive remnants of war. We will do this by finding and compiling into a catalog a variety of tools to help survivors
get back to work and gain independence.
The Catalog was researched with the help of the Canadian firm,
Project Assistance, and will be published in September 2007. It will
incorporate low-cost, low-technology products that can either be
used directly off-the-shelf or can be easily modified by local vendors.
It focuses primarily on the agricultural and mechanical sectors, and
is designed to help landmine/ERW survivors become gainfully employed using simple, inexpensive technology. There are also several
products related to kitchen work, computers, personal hygiene or
grooming and transportation. Most of the tools are under US$500; a
few are about $1,500. With about 800 tools listed, organized by tool
function—auto, agriculture, construction, kitchen, mobility, recreation, etc.—there are ideas for overcoming many disabilities. Two of
the supplying company owners are active and accomplished upperextremity amputees themselves.
It is expected that the Adaptive Technology Catalog will be an
excellent resource for survivor-assistance personnel, governments and
organizations planning rehabilitation projects, donors and physical
trauma survivors.
There are many benefits to a catalog of this type, including
that it:
• Allows people to get back to work
• Gives donors something specific to fund
• Creates survivor independence

Ms. Lois Carter Fay joined the Journal
of Mine Action as Editor-in-Chief
in 2005 and more recently has also
served as Project Manager of the
Adaptive Technology Catalog project.
Her project management, writing,
publishing and editing skills have been
a solid addition to the MAIC’s staff.
Lois is an accredited public relations
professional (APR) and holds a B.A.
in psychology from the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
Lois Carter Fay, APR
Editor-in-Chief/Project Manager
Journal of Mine Action
Tel: +1 540 568 2503
Fax: +1 540 568 8176
E-mail: editormaic@gmail.com
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International Symposium Draws 170 Participants

The Mine Action Information Center staff enjoys providing useful, needed products to the mine-action community as well as partnering with like-minded organizations to develop and deliver the
projects. For more information about any of these projects, please
contact Dr. Suzanne Fiederlein at fiedersl@jmu.edu or Lois Carter
Fay at editormaic@gmail.com.
The Adaptive Technology Catalog project was inspired by Purdue
University’s Breaking New Ground Resource Center Agricultural Project,
which was developed to help farm accident victims from the United
States. For more information about this resource, visit: http://snipurl.
com/1kv1q

Numerous key figures in mine action recently gathered in Croatia to attend the international symposium,
“Humanitarian Demining 2007–Mechanical Demining.” The symposium featured several presentations
on demining, including a live field demonstration, discussed in detail here.
by Lois Carter Fay [ Mine Action Information Center ]

T

he symposium, “Humanitarian Demining
2007–Mechanical Demining,” held in Sibenik,
Republic of Croatia, at the end of April 2007,1
had something for everyone. There were 170 people
from 35 countries registered for the week-long conference, and each presentation drew a minimum of 100
participants. The donor, manufacturing, governmental,
research and development, testing and evaluation, and
user communities were represented at the symposium.
Topics covered use of demining machines in area
reduction, cost-effectiveness of using demining machines, risk management, machine methods and use in
combination with other demining methods, along with
a few miscellaneous subjects. Everything was presented
in Croatian and English using live translators and stateof-the-art audio headsets in the Congress Center of the
Solaris Holiday Resort. An exhibit room housed posters
and trade booths for various demining machines and the
respective manufacturers.
The conference was hosted by the Croatian Mine
Action Centre and the Centre for Testing, Development
and Training (HCR-CTRO), with assistance provided
by the United Nations Mine Action Service and the
Programme Planning Committee.2 This was the fourth
symposium in a series of meetings hosted by Croatia.

The Adaptive Technology Catalog will be available as a DVD/CD or PDF in
September 2007.
Image courtesy of MAIC

Dr. Suzanne Fiederlein joined the
MAIC in 1999 as a faculty associate
and currently serves as the Victims’
Assistance Team Leader. She has worked
on projects related to International Mine
Action Standards, victim and survivor assistance, mine-action database systems
(specializing in casualty data), mine action
in Latin America, and program evaluation.
In addition, she has coordinated the curriculum for the UNDP Mine Action Senior
Managers Course. She holds graduate
degrees in Latin American studies and
political science and has served on the
faculty of James Madison University and
Virginia Commonwealth University.
Suzanne Fiederlein, Ph.D.
Victims’ Assistance Team Leader
Mine Action Information Center
Tel: +1 540 568 2715
E-mail: fiedersl@jmu.edu

Maureen Morton
Project Assistance
1A ~ 290 Gloucester Street
Ottawa, Ontario K1R 5E4 / Canada
Tel: +1 613 233 5334
E-mail: legs4amps@sympatico.ca
Stephen Meyers
Director of International Programs
The Polus Center for Social & Economic
Development
401 Main Street, Suite 16
Amherst, MA 01002 / USA
Tel: +1 413 256 6127
Fax: +1 413 256 0832
E-mail: smeyers@poluscenter.org
Web site: http://www.poluscenter.org

Lois Carter Fay with Jawher Omer of the Iraqi Kurdistan Mine Action
Agency at the machine demonstration.
PHOTO BY DONALD CRAWFORD

Field Day
The most interesting presentation at the conference
was the demonstration held 25 April. Participants were
shuttled to the outdoor demonstration site and seated
comfortably upon stadium chairs to safely view the
demonstration without exposure to the hot sun or flying debris.
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Machine Model
MineWolf

Total Time
(min)

Average
Depth (cm)

Average
Speed (km/h)

Machine
Capacity (m2/h)

5.35

19.00

1.193

3,327.77

RM-KA 02

9.50

17.53

0.708

1,791.04

Bozena-5

16.53

25.06

0.374

975,00

Samson 300

11.26

12.14

0.562

1,367.57

MV-10

11.25

17.71

0.571

1,400.00

M-FV 2 500/770

13.41

15.25

0.492

962.14

Mini MineWolf

12.39

22.05

0.532

1,206.52

MV-42

5.332

10.382

0.5402

891.892

Bozena-4

26.10

19.44

0.239

523.12

Table 1: Preliminary results of the equipment demonstration.

This machine and quality-control demonstration took place offsite in a very
dry, hard, light-vegetation, dirt terrain that had been specially readied for the
demonstration with two detonation imitations prepared for remote activation emplaced to varying depths and three fiberboard boards buried to a depth of at least
20 centimeters (7.87 inches) in each 50-meter (55-yard) lane. The temperature
that day was 25 C (77 F).
Seven of the machines demonstrated were remote-controlled; three were
manned. The demining machines tested were divided into categories as follows:
• Heavy Machines:
o MineWolf (tiller, manned)
• Medium Machines:
o DOK-ING MV-10 (flail and tiller)
o Bozena-5 (flail)
o RM-KA 02 (flail)
o Samson 300 (flail, manned)
o Mini MineWolf (tiller)
o M-FV 2 500/770 (flail; manned)
• Light Machines:
o MV-4 (flail)
o Bozena 4 (flail)
Testing proceeded one machine at a time, with each traveling down and back
in its 50-meter (55-yard) lane, clearing two rows. The machines’ performances
were timed, and when all completed the demonstration, the fiberboards used for
testing were dug up and measured. The clearance-depth goal for each machine
was 20 centimeters (7.9 inches).
The Results
Preliminary results were presented at the conference; see Table 1 for average
ground-penetration depth of the equipment demonstrated.3 CROMAC plans to
publish the final results in its Book of Papers during the summer 2007, which will
be sent to participants and posted simultaneously on its Web site, www.ctro.hr.
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